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WHO WE ARE 
Global One to One began in 2007 in Albuquerque, New Mexico as Project PeacePal, an international pen-pal 

letter exchange, with the intention of providing youth across the globe with opportunities to directly 

communicate with each other. Since that time, Project PeacePal has grown into the organization now known as 

Global One to One, connecting over 18,000 students in 29 countries. Our unique approach cultivates 

intercultural understanding and empathy in a way that can only take place when individuals interact one to one. 

Our mission is to connect young leaders and future change-makers at a personal level, opening minds and hearts 

to the power of respect, empathy, and our common humanity. These connections create a foundation upon 

which a more peaceful and just future can be built.  

 

We offer two programs that provide opportunities for direct connection and engagement: Connect One to One 

and Engage One to One. The former is the PeacePal international student-to-student communication exchange. 

Over the course of an academic year, classroom students exchange handwritten letters and video greetings with 

peers in countries across the globe. This unique communication program leads students to develop new insights 

and deeper understanding that can only come through one-to-one connections. Engage One to One provides 

opportunities for direct contact to improve cross cultural understanding. This is done by hosting groups from 

other countries as well as sponsoring activities that engage students in local community issues. 

 

Our purpose for drafting this white paper is to create a comprehensive resource document that highlights the 

benefits of soft power and public diplomacy, with a focus on the utility of cross-cultural exchanges. The 

objectives of this paper are to illustrate the benefits of soft power and to propose an effective approach to 

promote such power.  

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Transactions in the sphere of international relations and diplomacy rely on currencies of power. This paper will 

identify and discuss the utility of both hard and soft power. Hard power, as defined by political theorist Joseph 

Nye, is a political body's ability to use economic incentives or military strength to influence the behavior of 

others. Increased economic interdependence between nations, the rise of nationalism globally, and widespread 

access to weapons technology have complicated the use of hard power as a first line tactic. Thus it is the case 

that in many instances, traditional hard power tactics are considered too costly in terms of resources and lives. 

 

Alternative strategies such as information warfare (IW) have proliferated in recent years. As defined by the 

Congressional Research Service, IW is the range of government and military operations used to protect and 

exploit the information environment in the pursuit of a competitive advantage over an opponent. Although IW 

has existed for centuries, the recent Information Revolution has greatly increased its reach and efficacy. One 

recent example was the 2016 Russian campaign that sought to undermine public faith in the U.S. democratic 

process. 

 

With hard power strategies more costly than ever before, if the U.S. wishes to maintain its level of influence 

over the global political arena, it will need to turn to what is sometimes called the second face of power: soft 

power. As defined by Nye, soft power is the ability to affect others to obtain the outcomes one wants through 
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attraction and co-option rather than coercion or payment. Soft power can be used to promote U.S. foreign 

policy initiatives and defend its national security.  

 

International cultural and educational exchanges have proven to be among the most effective avenues for the 

use of soft power. Research has demonstrated that exchange programs are highly effective at engendering a 

more positive view of a country and its citizens, as well as disseminating liberal and democratic norms. This soft 

power strategy is a relatively cost-effective and sustainable way for the U.S. to achieve its national security and 

foreign policy goals. 

 

In order for exchange programs to effectively promote soft power they must meet three criteria: 1) they must 

foster deep and extensive social interactions with Americans, 2) they must work to develop a shared sense of 

community between program participants and the host country and 3) they must include the repatriation of 

program participants to their home countries.  

 

Global One to One, a New Mexico-based NGO, has partnered with World Learning and the U.S. Department of 

State’s Bureau of Educational Affairs to host exchanges with students from Argentina, Chile, India, and Iraq. 

Exchanges with young leaders from Tajikistan, Serbia, and Ukraine have been sponsored by the Open World 

Leadership Center, a program of the U.S. Congress. Each of these exchanges has fostered deep personal 

connections, a strong shared sense of community, and continued contact when international participants 

returned to their home country.  

 

These positive person to person relationships form a resilient bulwark against international conflict. Public-

private partnerships between government and grass-roots organizations have the capacity to build lasting 

foundations for peace, diplomacy, and international stability.  

 

INTRODUCTION  
Joseph Nye, a political theorist and former dean of Harvard University’s Kennedy School, theorized in 1999 that, 

“Proof of power lies not in resources but in the ability to change the behavior of states. Thus, the critical 

question for the United States is not whether it will start the next century as the superpower with the largest 

supply of resources, but to what extent it will be able to control the political environment and get other 

countries to do what it wants.”1 It is important to note that in the world of international relations, power is 

often associated with the possession of certain resources such as the possession of population, territory, natural 

resources, economic size, military forces, and political stability.2 However, as the world becomes more 

economically interdependent and as weapons technology becomes easier to access, power increasingly rests on 

a nation's capacity to create and manipulate knowledge, information, and public perception.3  

 

                                                      
1 Nye, Joseph S., Jr. "Soft Power." Foreign Policy, 80:154-5. Accessed November 26, 2018. JSTOR. 
2 Ibid.  
3 Wilson, Ernest J., III. "Hard Power, Soft Power, Smart Power." The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
Science, 616 (March 2008): 112. Accessed November 26, 2018. JSTOR. 
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Historically, controlling the international system and other countries has been done through hard power, a term 

that refers to a political body’s ability to use economic incentives or military strength to influence other actors’ 

behaviors. However, when traditional hard power tactics are implemented today, they are more costly and less 

transferable and as a result, soft power has become more important now than ever before.4 In addition to 

expanding on the ideas presented above, the purpose of this white paper is to demonstrate the increasing 

importance of soft power in today’s geo-political environment, propose the use of cultural and educational 

exchanges as an effective means to promote soft power, and provide successful examples of such exchanges at 

work.  

 

This paper will begin by examining some key characteristics of the current global socio-political climate that 

degrade the efficacy of hard power tactics. After this section, a brief overview of the importance of information 

warfare in today’s world as well as a single case study on the subject will be presented. Next, a comprehensive 

definition of soft power and a discussion of cultural exchanges as one of its most effective tools will be explored. 

Following this section, three common characteristics found in exchange programs that successfully promote soft 

power will be presented. These characteristics will be used as a lens through which we will analyze the 

numerous exchange programs implemented by Global One to One, a New Mexico based educational non-

governmental organization (NGO). Finally, using the information discussed throughout this white paper, we will 

demonstrate why it is vital for the government to collaborate with NGOs in order to effectively promote soft 

power. 

 

THE GLOBAL SOCIO-POLITICAL CLIMATE AND HARD POWER 
The term hard power, as defined by Joseph Nye, is “…the ability to use the carrots and sticks of economic and 

military might to make others follow your will.” 5 Hard power tactics include a wide range of measures toward 

coercing or threatening other entities into compliance such as the threat of military assault or the 

implementation of economic sanctions. Historically, one of the most obvious uses of hard power is the use of 

military intervention to achieve a state actor’s objectives. The twentieth century alone has experienced a 

plethora of such examples including the invasion of China in 1900 by an alliance of eight foreign powers to end 

the Boxer Rebellion, the 1939 invasion of Poland by Germany, and the 1979 invasion of Afghanistan by the USSR. 

In the twenty-first century, we have seen an increase in the use of economic pressure to achieve similar ends 

through trade embargoes and other economic sanctions.  

 

Often considered successful in the past, these hard power strategies have lost some of their edge in today’s 

global socio-political environment. Indeed, in 2004 Nye argued that “[w]hile military force remains the ultimate 

form of power…the use of force has become more costly for modern great powers than it was in earlier 

centuries.” 6 We argue that the main factors increasing the cost of traditional hard power tactics is the ever-

                                                      
4 Ibid, 158. 
5 Nye, Joseph S., Jr. “Power in the Global Information Age: From Realism to Globalization.” London, New York: Routledge, 
2004. 
6 Nye, Joseph S., Jr. “Soft Power.” 157. 
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increasing economic interdependence between states, the rise in nationalism globally, and the rapid spread of 

weapons technology.  

 

INCREASED ECONOMIC INTERDEPENDENCE 
With the rapid advancements in communication and transportation since the 1990s, economic interdependence 

between states has increased substantially. The World Trade Organization (WTO) finds that “the average share 

of exports and imports of goods and commercial services in world GDP increased significantly from 20 per cent 

in 1995 to 30 per cent in 2014. In other words, today’s GDP is highly influenced by international trade.”7 This 

interdependence is further enhanced by the rapid spread of telecommunication. For example, in 2015 the WTO 

predicted that by the end of that year, 97 out of 100 people would have a mobile phone subscription, while 47 

per cent of the world’s population will hold a mobile broadband subscription.8  By the very next year, 2016, 

approximately 62.9% of the world’s population owned a mobile phone, and that number increased to about 

67% by this year, 2019.9 

 

While governments certainly can intervene in such global markets, “…if they do so with a heavy hand, they will 

incur enormous costs in their own economic growth and risk unintended effects.”10 Indeed, hard power tactics 

such as economic sanctions can “…affect the economy by reducing revenues of U.S. companies and 

individuals…Sanctions cost U.S. companies billions of dollars a year in lost sales and returns on investment – and 

cost many thousands of workers their jobs.” 11 In addition, sometimes sanctions “…can bring about undesired 

effects that include bolstering the [authoritarian] regime, triggering large scale emigration, and retarding the 

emergence of a middle class and civil society. Smart or designer sanctions are at best a partial solution. 

Gathering the necessary knowledge about assets, and then moving quickly enough to freeze them, can often 

prove impossible.”12 As a result of the increasing interconnectedness between economies around the world, it is 

now much more difficult and complicated to successfully utilize economic hard power tactics.  

 

THE RISE OF NATIONALISM 
Nationalism, in its simplest terms, can be defined as a political, social, and economic ideology and movement 

characterized by the promotion of the interests of a particular nation, especially with the aim of gaining and 

maintaining the nation’s sovereignty over its homeland.13 Furthermore, nationalism holds that each nation 

should govern itself, free from outside interference and further aims to build and maintain a single national 

identity based on shared social characteristics such as culture, language, and religion.14  

                                                      
7 World Trade Organization. International Trade Statistics. Report. 2015. pp. 17 
8 Ibid, 22. 
9 Statista. (n.d.). Number of mobile phone users worldwide 2015-2020.  
10 Nye, Joseph S., Jr. “Soft Power.” 161. 
11 Haass, Richard N. "Economic Sanctions: Too Much of a Bad Thing." Brookings.edu. July 28, 2016. Accessed December 
20, 2018.  
12 Ibid. 
13 Smith, Anthony. Nationalism: Theory, Ideology, History. Polity, 2010. pp. 9, 25-30 
14 Triandafyllidou, Anna (1998). "National Identity and the Other". Ethnic and Racial Studies. 21(4): 593–612.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthony_D._Smith
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polity_(publisher)
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Since the mid-2010s, the world has seen the emergence of state-centric nationalist movements across Europe, 

North America, and elsewhere. One aspect of this brand of nationalism is the tendency to see other countries 

not as allies in a mutually beneficial international system, but as rivals in a global competition for power and 

influence. As nationalist sentiments rise in the populations of these countries, government leaders frequently 

promote foreign policy strategies that seek to promote the interests of the nation itself, rather than those of the 

international system. We see this today in Trump’s “America First” campaign, Theresa May’s Brexit campaign, 

and the election of far-right Nationalist Jair Bolsonaro in Brazil. Another aspect of this brand of nationalism is the 

tendency of individuals to see outsiders as enemies of the state. These xenophobic sentiments have been 

increasing in popularity in countries such as the United States, Germany, Italy, and Greece.  

 

In this environment, economic hard power strategies by foreign powers become even less effective; indeed, 

sanctions against adversaries can often stiffen their resolve.15 In Russia for example, “…nationalism has been on 

the rise since the fall of the Soviet Union along with attempts by the regime to commandeer it.”16 After Russia 

annexed Crimea, many Western nations imposed sanctions in an effort to curve what they perceived as Russian 

aggression. Yet despite the severity of these sanctions, they have done very little to alter Russia’s behavior in the 

international system. In fact, some research points to an increase both in Putin’s popularity and Russian 

nationalism after the implementation of sanctions.17  

 

Military hard power strategies, too, become more difficult. In countries with high levels of nationalism, 

populations are more likely to be antagonistic to foreign interference, thus making military intervention more 

difficult. For the United States and the Soviet Union in Vietnam and Afghanistan respectively, both powers found 

the costs of maintaining troops unsupportable. The cause of this, as Nye points out, was less an increase in the 

power of a weaker state than the costliness for outsiders to rule a nationalistic and therefore more antagonistic 

population.18 For another example we look to 1953 where the United States “...was able to restore the Shah of 

Iran to his throne through a minor covert action. It is hard to imagine, however, how many troops would have 

been needed to restore the Shah in the socially mobilized and nationalistic Iran of 1979.” 19 Increased 

nationalism makes both military and economic hard power strategies more complicated and less effective today 

than in earlier times.  

 

THE SPREAD OF WEAPONS TECHNOLOGY 
With the rapid spread of and easy access to technological advancements, the ease of which insurgency groups 

can obtain relatively high-grade weapons has increased. This ensures that conflicts are much more costly, 

thereby degrading the efficacy of traditional hard power tactics even by the most developed countries. In recent 

                                                      
15 Trenin, Dmitri. "How Effective Are Economic Sanctions?" World Economic Forum. February 26, 2015. Accessed 
December 17, 2018.  
16 Arnold, Richard. "Surveys Show Russian Nationalism Is on the Rise. This Explains a Lot about the Country's Foreign and 
Domestic Politics." May 30, 2016. Accessed December 16, 2018.  
17 Trenin, Dmitri. “How Effective Are Economic Sanctions?” 
18 Ibid. 
19 Nye, Joseph S., Jr. “Soft Power.” 161. 
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years, these weapons have become easier to produce, especially for developing countries, making the weapons 

extremely low cost and widely available.20 Furthermore, “…the increasing sophistication and lethality of rapid-

fire assault rifles, automatic pistols and submachine guns and their diffusion to non-state actors has given such 

individuals, groups, organizations or communities a firepower that often matches or sometimes exceeds that of 

state armed forces.”21  

 

Another contributing factor is the increased possession of weapons of mass destruction (WMDs) by less 

developed countries and non-state actors. Of the twenty-two countries that have or are suspected to have 

WMDs, more than half are on the lower two-thirds of the most recent Human Development Index by the United 

Nations Development Program.22, 23 Non-state actors too have the potential to obtain WMDs. In 2015 the Islamic 

State was found to have “…developed at least a small-scale chemical weapons program, and may have 

manufactured low-quality blister agent or obtained chemical arms from undeclared or abandoned [Syrian] 

government stocks.” 24 As technology continues to advance and proliferate, access to advanced weapons 

technology will also become easier, thus making the use of hard power more costly for modern great powers 

than it was in earlier centuries.25 

 

We see another example of this in the Iraq War from 2003 to 2011. Despite the rapidity with which the U.S.-led 

coalition dispatched the Ba’athist regime of Iraq, the power vacuum led to a lengthy insurgency against U.S. and 

coalition forces. These violent insurgency groups, including al-Qaeda and later, the Islamic State, were able to 

organize a prolonged fight against the U.S. in part because of their access to small arms and light weapons. 

Ultimately, it is estimated that the war cost the U.S. approximately $2.2 trillion, much more than the initial 

government estimate of $50 to $60 billion. The human cost of the war was also far greater than could’ve been 

imagined with approximately 190,000 lives lost, nearly 10,000 of which were American service members or 

contractors.26  

 

With increased economic interdependence between countries, the global rise of nationalism, and the spread of 

weapons technology, hard power-tactics have proven to be less effective in changing the behavior of actors 

within the international system. Indeed, power increasingly rests not on a nation’s capacity to coerce others 

with economic or military threats, but on their capacity to create and manipulate knowledge and information.27  

                                                      
20 Boutwell, Jeffrey. "Arms Control Today." ArmsControl.com. August 1, 1998. Accessed December 17, 2018.  
21 Ibid. 
22 ProCon.org. "26 Countries' WMD Programs; A Global History of WMD Use." ProCon.org Headlines. May 29, 2009. 
Accessed December 24, 2018. 
23 UNDP. “Human Development Reports.” Human Development Data (1990-2015), United Nations, 2017. 
24 Chivers, Christopher John. “What an ISIS Chemical Strike Did to One Syrian Family,” New York Times, October 7, 2015. 
25 Nye, Joseph S., Jr. “Soft Power.” 157. 
26 Coelho, Courtney. "Estimated Cost of Iraq War Is 190,000 Lives and $2.2 Trillion." Brown University News. March 14, 2013. 
Accessed December 24, 2018.  
27 Wilson, Ernest J., III. "Hard Power, Soft Power, Smart Power." 112. 
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THE RISE OF INFORMATION WARFARE 
With traditional hard power tactics becoming more costly, actors within the international system have been 

forced to search for new, innovative forms of power to achieve their goals. One such tactic that in recent years 

has proven itself particularly useful is Information Warfare (IW). IW can be defined as the range of government 

and military operations to protect and exploit the information environment to pursue a competitive advantage 

over an opponent.28  

 

Within the realm of IW, there are three main informational tools that can be exploited as part of an IW strategy: 

propaganda, misinformation, and disinformation. Propaganda is the propagation of an idea or narrative that is 

intended to produce perceptions that over time have the ability to steer decision makers towards a specific 

course of action.29  Misinformation is the spreading of false information such as unfounded conspiracy theories 

or web hoaxes through social media by individuals who believe them to be true. Misinformation sows 

divisiveness and chaos in a target society, as the truth becomes harder to discern.30 Finally, and unlike 

misinformation, disinformation is intentionally false. Examples include planting deliberately false news stories in 

the media, manufacturing protests, doctoring pictures, and tampering with private and/or classified 

communications before their widespread release.31 

 

These three tools can be used and combined successfully to attack government agencies, political leadership, or 

news media in order to influence public opinion or to compel and coerce decision makers to take certain 

actions. In this sense, IW fits well within the realm of hard power as previously defined. However, IW can also fit 

into the category of soft power, a term that, while further discussed in later sections, can be defined as the 

ability to affect others to obtain the outcomes one wants through attraction and co-option rather than coercion 

or payment. By utilizing the three tools of IW discussed previously, one can attack the values of opponents 

thereby reducing their credibility and their ability to leverage soft power. Nye referred to this strategy as 

“negative soft power.” 32  

 

It is interesting then, that IW includes characteristics of both hard and soft power without subscribing clearly to 

either one. For instance, IW could be used as a “divide and conquer” strategy that targets civil society, sowing 

confusion in a target population. Decision makers in this case are bombarded by contradictory reports and are 

faced with heightened opposition from factions on both sides of an issue. In the absence of reliable information 

and facing heightened opposition from factions on both sides of an issue, decision makers may be unable to 

act.33 Alternatively, decision makers may feel forced into taking actions that they would not normally support. 

 

                                                      
28 U.S. Congress, (2018). Information Warfare: Issues for Congress (pp. 1-16) (C. A. Theohary, Author) [Cong. Rept. R45142 
from 115th Cong., 2nd sess.]. Washington D.C.: Congressional Research Service. 
29 Ibid, 5. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Nye, J. S. (2017, May 9). Information Warfare Versus Soft Power. Retrieved March 17, 2019. 
33 U.S. Congress, (2018). Information Warfare: Issues for Congress, p. 5. 
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Information warfare represents a rapidly evolving and, as yet, imprecisely defined field of military strategy that 

can, at times, fit into the definitions of both hard and soft power. Regardless, the opportunities for IW strategies 

to be utilized successfully has greatly increased with the Information Revolution, led by the ongoing rapid 

evolution of cyberspace, microcomputers, and associated information technologies. Indeed, cyberspace, and 

social media in particular, presents a force multiplier for IW activities: 

 

“The affordances of social media platforms make them powerful infrastructures for spreading 

computational propaganda (Bradshaw & Howard, 2018b). Social media are particularly effective at 

directly reaching large numbers of people, while simultaneously microtargeting individuals with 

personalized messages. Indeed, this effective impression management—and fine-grained control over 

who receives which messages—is what makes social media platforms so attractive to advertisers, but also 

to political and foreign operatives.” 34 

The ubiquity and prominence of social media for everyday life underscores their importance in today’s society, 

but with this ability to segment audiences and target messages in a quick, cheap and largely unregulated way, 

these platforms provide political operators an opportunity to manipulate and deceive the voting public and to 

undermine democracies.35  

 

In recent years, America itself has been the target of an extensive IW campaign. According to the CIA, FBI, and 

NSA, Russian President Vladimir Putin “ordered an influence campaign in 2016 aimed at the US presidential 

election” in order to “undermine public faith in the US democratic process, denigrate Clinton, and harm her 

electability and potential presidency.” 36 This campaign has been carried out by Russia’s Internet Research 

Agency (IRA) beginning in 2013, and has used various social media tools to spread a mix of propaganda, 

misinformation, and deliberately misleading or corrupted disinformation.  

Perhaps the most striking aspect of this campaign was that where conservative voters were actively encouraged 

by IRA content to get behind Trump’s campaign, other voters were encouraged to boycott the election, abstain 

from voting for Clinton, or to spread cynicism about participating in the election in general.37 In their 

comprehensive study, Howard and others found that: 

“...all of the messaging clearly sought to benefit the Republican Party—and specifically, Donald Trump. 

Trump is mentioned most in campaigns targeting conservative voters, where the messaging encouraged 

these groups to support his campaign. The main groups that could challenge Trump were then provided 

messaging that sought to confuse, distract, and ultimately discourage members from voting,” 38 

In total, IRA content was shared by about 31 million users, liked by almost 39 million users, garnered almost 5.4 

million emoji reactions, and generated almost 3.5 million comments.  With this massive reach, it is undeniable 

that the various tools that the IRA has utilized has had psychological effects on the American population, 

                                                      
34 Howard, P. N., Ganesh, B., & Liotsiou, D. (2018, December 17). The Computational Propaganda Project (J. Kelly & C. 
François, Eds.) [Scholarly project]. Retrieved March 9, 2019. p. 39 
35 Ibid. 
36 U.S. Congress, (2018). (2018). Information Warfare: Issues for Congress, 10. 
37 Howard, P. N., The Computational Propaganda Project, 19. 
38 Ibid, 20. 
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compromising the fidelity of information, sowing discord and doubt in the American public about the validity of 

intelligence community reports, and prompting questions about the legitimacy of the democratic process itself, 

putting the country’s national security at risk.39 

Information warfare is insidious, making it difficult to combat. As technology continues to advance, it can be 

expected that IW will not only continue to be used in the future, but will be developed and improved upon, 

becoming even more effective and far-reaching. Despite the military and economic prowess of the United 

States, if the country wishes to maintain its level of influence over the global political arena, it will increasingly 

have to turn to non-hard power tactics to achieve its objectives. This is not to say however, that investing in 

information warfare capabilities is the only means to achieve this goal. On the contrary, the United States can 

achieve its foreign policy goals while simultaneously decreasing its vulnerability to IW by turning to what is 

sometimes call the second face of power: soft power. 

INTRODUCTION TO SOFT POWER 
Defined, soft power is the ability to affect others to obtain the outcomes one wants through attraction and co-

option rather than coercion or payment. A country’s soft power rests on its resources of culture, values, and 

policies. Nye finds that “A country may obtain the outcomes it wants in world politics because other countries 

want to follow it, admiring its values, emulating its example, and/or aspiring to its level of prosperity and 

openness.” 40 

Soft power serves two important functions. Firstly, it can effectively promote U.S. foreign policy initiatives by 

helping align the desires of other countries with those of our own. Nye explains further: 

“If a state can make its power seem legitimate in the eyes of others, it will encounter less 

resistance to its wishes. If its culture and ideology are attractive, others will more willingly follow. 

If it can establish international norms consistent with its society, it is less likely to have to change. 

If it can support institutions that make other states wish to channel or limit their activities in 

ways the dominant state prefers, it may be spared the costly exercise of coercive or hard power.” 
41 

This ability to establish preferences tends to be associated with intangible assets such as attractive personality, 

culture, political values and institutions, and policies that are seen as legitimate or having moral authority.42 

Admittedly, this tactic of creating a shared consensus to influence the behavior of other actors within the 

international political arena can be more complicated than using hard power “…but there is reason to believe 

that the results can be more lasting.”43  

 

                                                      
39 Howard, P. N., The Computational Propaganda Project, 3. 
40 Nye, Joseph S. “Public Diplomacy and Soft Power.” The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
Science, vol. 616, Mar. 2008, pp. 94–109. JSTOR. 
41 Nye, Joseph S., Jr. “Soft Power.” 167. 
42 Nye, Joseph S., Jr. “Power in the Global Information Age: From Realism to Globalization.” 
43 Roselle, Laura, et al. “Strategic Narrative: a New Means to Understand Soft Power.” Media, War & Conflict, vol. 7, no. 1, 
2014, pp. 72. SAGE. 
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Secondly, soft power can be utilized to enhance America's national security at both international and domestic 

levels. At the international level, soft power can promote intercultural understanding, break down stereotypes 

and prejudice, and build empathy between populations in the U.S. and other countries. This can be an effective 

tool to address the issue of transnational terrorism, an issue which is largely one of winning the hearts and 

minds of foreign populaces. Thus, soft power, if utilized correctly, can effectively promote American national 

security abroad by decreasing resentment of the U.S. and increasing understanding and empathy. 44 

 

Similarly, these soft power tactics can be utilized to promote intra-national security. As discussed previously, by 

capitalizing on pre-existing prejudices, information warfare can be successfully used to sow discord, increase 

divisiveness, and exacerbate polarization among the American public. Democratic decision making can become 

paralyzed, and citizens can become disillusioned and dissuaded from participating in democratic processes, 

thereby jeopardizing both the foundation of American democracy and its national security. However, by utilizing 

soft power in the same capacity as on the international stage, the U.S. can effectively open lines of 

communication between different ideological groups within the country, thus providing opportunities for shared 

experience, mutual understanding, and civil discourse. 

 

Civil society and non-governmental organizations can promote the “values of democratic life: tolerance, 

moderation, compromise, and respect for opposing points of view. Without this deeper culture of 

accommodation, democracy cannot be stable.” 45 These characteristics are cultivated by applying soft power 

tactics through social, cultural, and political channels. Laura Roselle, Professor of Political Science and Policy 

Studies at Elon University, points to “…soft power as one way to reduce tensions, mitigate conflict and find 

common ground in international affairs.” 46  

 

Non-governmental organizations like Global One to One utilize soft power concepts to deliver programs focused 

on establishing intercultural communication and mutual tolerance though cultural exchange opportunities. 

While there are many ways to enhance one’s soft power, the most compelling is through direct social and 

cultural contact. It is for this reason that Nye argues that hosting educational and cultural exchanges is one of 

the most effective ways to socialize others to your own norms, ideas, and procedures; and in the process build 

soft power.47 

 

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES AS SOFT POWER 
Effective public diplomacy is a two-way street that involves listening as well as talking. Soft power “…requires an 

understanding of how [others] are hearing your messages and adapting them accordingly.” 48 This is why Nye 

argues that exchanges are some of the most effective ways for a state to increase its soft power. Through 

                                                      
44 Atkinson, Carol. “Does Soft Power Matter? A Comparative of Analysis of Student Exchange Programs 1980-2006.” 
Foreign Policy Analysis, vol. 6, 2010, pp. 19. 
45 Diamond, L. (2004). What Civil Society Can Do to Develop Democracy. Presentation to NGO Leaders, February 10, 2004, 
Convention Center, Baghdad. 
46 Roselle, Laura, et al. “Strategic Narrative: a New Means to Understand Soft Power.” 
47 Nye, Joseph S., Jr. “Soft Power.” 2. 
48 Nye, Joseph S. “Public Diplomacy and Soft Power.” 103. 
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exchange programs, participants are given the opportunity to interact with the home country’s values, ideals, 

culture, citizens, and, sometimes, government. Research about exchange programs has consistently shown that 

“…exchange students return home with a more positive view of the country in which they studied and the 

people with whom they interacted.” 49 This increased favorability is vital for the success of U.S. foreign policy 

goals: research has shown that the opinions of foreign populaces towards American foreign policy influences 

their own country’s policies towards the U.S.50 Therefore, promoting American ideals through exchange 

programs helps the U.S. achieve its foreign policy goals by increasing the likelihood that foreign populaces will 

view American foreign policy in a favorable light.  

 

US-hosted exchange programs also can play an important role in the diffusion of liberal values and practices 

across the borders of authoritarian states. Dr. Ronald A. Williams, faculty member at the Hawai'inuiākea School 

of Hawaiian, finds that, “One of the most effective mechanisms for the dissemination of democratic ideals is 

international educational exchange...Through the exchange experience, participants (who may have little 

exposure to democratic norms and ideas) observe how people behave within a democratic system, acquire 

knowledge about how democracy functions, and learn what to expect of their own leaders and institutions.” 51 

These interactions are not trivial: “The ideas and values that America exports in the minds of more than half a 

million foreign students who study every year in American universities and then return to their home 

countries…tend to reach elites with power.” The effects are not unique to student-exchange programs either: 

international training programs aimed at mid-career professionals too can enhance democratic values and 

orientations of program participants.52 In her empirical study, Core Fulbright Scholar and retired USAF 

Lieutenant Colonel Dr. Carol Atkinson argues that US-hosted exchange programs play an important role in 

supporting the development of liberal values and practices in authoritarian states.53  

 

This spread of liberal and democratic values helps protect America’s national security: armed conflict is unlikely 

among fellow democracies.54 It is important to note as well that the official National Security Strategy of the 

United States recommends educational exchange programs as a key strategy whereby the United States can 

promote its national security by effectively engaging in the so-called “battle of ideas” with non-liberal forces.55  

 

As important as it is for America to host exchange programs for foreign persons within the country, so too is it 

important for Americans to participate in exchange programs in other countries. These programs give Americans 

the opportunity to live amongst and interact with people from other cultures with different ideologies and 

values. Similar to exchange programs here in America, foreign exchange programs can produce tolerance, 

understanding, and empathy among American participants towards other cultures and ideological groups within 

                                                      
49 Atkinson, Carol. “Does Soft Power Matter?” 3. 
50 Goldsmith, Benjamin E, and Yusaku Horiuchi. “In Search of Soft Power: Does Foreign Public Opinion Matter for US 
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51 Atkinson, Carol. “Does Soft Power Matter?” 1-3. 
52 Ibid, 3.  
53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid. 
55 Ibid. 
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their own country. This decreases the vulnerability to subversive tactics designed by foreign actors to sow 

discord and division. By promoting exchange programs, the U.S. improves its national security by decreasing its 

vulnerability to information warfare tactics such as these.   

 

As such, cultural exchange programs are an essential tool in the deployment of power and can promote 

America’s national security and aid its foreign policy initiatives. There are, however, some key characteristics 

that exchange programs need to meet in order to maximize their effectiveness at promoting this soft power.  

 

GUIDELINE FOR EFFECTIVE EXCHANGES 
Atkinson finds that in order for cultural exchange programs to increase American soft power, they must impact 

the political institutions and influence political behavior in the home countries of program participants. To 

achieve this, three contextual conditions are important: first is the depth and extent of social interactions that 

occur while abroad. She finds that “…the closer the personal social interactions a student had with Americans, 

the more favorable their attitude toward the United States, both toward American people and their lifestyle.” 56 

To this end, it is important for programs to incorporate explicit socialization opportunities and goals into their 

agenda.57 

 

Secondly, the sharing of a sense of community or common identity between participants and their hosts is 

important. She and other scholars note that a sense of belonging to a community or sharing a common identity 

with those in the host country is an important factor affecting foreign students’ attitudes.58 Transnational 

communities of individuals who share similar life experiences and knowledge are more likely to serve as 

effective socialization channels than unstructured exchanges of diverse persons.59 

 

The third and final factor is the repatriation of exchange participants to their home community upon completion 

of the program.60 This allows for the introduction of outside views and ideas in the often very closed political 

environment of their home countries. To maximize the reach of such ideas, programs should seek to recruit 

student leaders, community activists, or rising business, academic, political, and NGO professionals.61 With this 

model for success laid out, several real world exchange programs will be analyzed for their efficacy. 

 

SUCCESSFUL CASES: A LOOK INTO EXCHANGE PROGRAMS 
Measuring the impact of cultural exchange programs and their success in promoting American soft power can be 

difficult, but there are clues that point us in the right direction. For instance, in two separate studies, 

researchers found that “Scholarly exchanges increased Western influence particularly within the Russian 

intelligentsia whose interactions in Western political, scientific, and academic circles helped foster gradual 
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liberalization in the Soviet Union that contributed to the eventual collapse of the Soviet system.” 62 The majority 

of these programs were sponsored by the Bureau of Education and Cultural Affairs (ECA) within the U.S. 

Department of State. Since its creation in 1958, ECA programs have had more than nine million participants, 596 

of whom are current or former heads of state and government or heads of international organizations.63  

 

New Mexico-based NGO Global One to One has hosted multiple in-person cultural exchanges in partnership with 

two highly regarded agencies based in Washington D.C. The Open World Leadership Program (OWLP) is the first 

and only international exchange agency in the U.S. Legislative Branch to bring emerging leaders from Russia, 

Ukraine and other post-Soviet states to the U.S. They experience living with a local host family, observing 

democratic governing systems, meeting with U.S. professionals in their field, comparing best practices with 

these colleagues, and developing skills to enhance their work in their home communities. Executive Director, Jan 

Sargus, states on behalf of OWLC that “Due to this network [of community-based host organizations] these 

future leaders form positive views of the United States and come to recognize the value of good relations.” 

Global One to One has had the privilege of serving as one of OWLP’s community-based host organizations for 

delegations from Tajikistan (2016-17), Serbia (2018), and Ukraine (2019). 

 

Youth from Argentina, Chile, India, and Iraq have also been hosted by Global One to One through programs 

sponsored by World Learning, a Washington D.C.–based NGO funded by the D.O.S. Bureau of Education and 

Cultural Affairs. Like Global One to One, World Learning believes that “Building relationships across cultures is 

vital to creating a more peaceful and just world. When people from diverse cultures and backgrounds know and 

understand one another—and gain the skills they need to contribute as citizens and leaders—they form the 

global partnerships that undergird global security, economic stability, and tolerance.” Global One to One has 

also hosted Youth Ambassador high school students from Argentina and Chile, Communities Connecting 

Heritage youth leaders from India, and Iraqi Young Leaders, arranging host family accommodations and 

meetings with local NGOs for comprehensive two week programs focused on multicultural awareness, civic 

engagement, and peace-building programming. 

 

Members of these delegations established stronger ties with their host community and cultivated civic 

engagement at an authentic, one-to-one level. With these characteristics, the programs ensured that the depth 

of social interactions between program participants and host communities were personally significant, and that 

a sense of community or common identity would develop, thus building intercultural empathy and 

understanding while breaking down harmful stereotypes. These programs took great care in selecting young 

leaders who were “…not only very likely to internalize the ideas of freedom and democracy, but who also [had] a 

will and capability to share and enact their ideas in home communities.” 64 

 

Each of the programs reviewed here met Atkinson’s three contextual conditions: they took great care in 

ensuring that the depth of social interactions while abroad were significant, that a shared sense of community 
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and common identity developed, and that each participant in the program was a future leader that would return 

home after the program’s conclusion. With these three conditions met, the programs ensured that they would 

act as a successful tool in promoting American soft power abroad, thereby helping the U.S. government meet its 

foreign policy initiatives and protect its national security.  

 

 

COOPERATION: THE KEY TO THE SUCCESS OF SOFT POWER 

While the diversity of cultural and political contexts vary from nation to nation, a common theme emerges. 

Universally people around the globe “...are generally skeptical of authority, and governments are often 

mistrusted.” 65 Many community-based NGOs enjoy more trust than governments do, and can serve as a vital 

resource in supporting their country’s soft power status. 

 

Despite the utility of soft power as a national strategy they are all too often sequestered to a subordinate 

position relative to hard power strategies in the U.S. government. Wilson explains: 

 

“...hard power institutions certainly dominate in Washington, making it difficult to sustain a balanced 

strategy within government and beyond because the soft power side of the equation lacks the clout to 

win the inter-institutional policy debates. In addition, senior political leaders increasingly lack confidence 

in the ability of the soft power institutions of US AID, or the State Department, to do their job.” 66 

Indeed, because military spending became so predominant in the 2000s, and because the State Department 

accounts for only 1% of the federal budget, soft power supporters fear that it will likely be an easy target for 

cuts in the future.67 Following through on such budget cuts however would be absolutely detrimental to 

American soft power. While many forms of American soft power can persist without government support, 

exchange programs rely heavily on government assistance to operate.68 Any budget cuts to the State 

Department almost necessarily means that there will be less funds available to support exchange programs, 

leading to a dramatic reduction in American soft power.  

If the U.S. government wishes to maintain its influence over the world political stage, it would be wise to pursue 

a balanced foreign policy strategy that utilizes both soft and hard power strategies. This means allocating more 

funds to the State department and more specifically to the ECA in order to fund more exchange programs and 

support better cooperation between the government and NGOs. This strategy would drastically increase 

American soft power, thus giving the country a better chance at achieving its foreign policy goals and defending 

its national security.  
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CONCLUSION 
The pace at which advances in the political and technological arenas are taking place requires governments to 

be able to respond nimbly to evolving situations. U.S. national security depends on our capacity to exert power 

at multiple levels. The interplay between politics and technology can manifest as increasingly complicated 

weaponry, or it can be utilized as a powerful front-line tactic through the implementation of soft power. Within 

the soft power arsenal, international cultural exchanges have proven to have the most profound and lasting 

impact in favorably influencing the success of U.S. foreign policy. Lasting intercultural personal connections 

blunt the sharp edges of differing ideologies by identifying human commonalities. 

 

Traditionally the U.S. has relied on its military and economic might to establish itself as a leader on the global 

stage, but the world is changing swiftly. The paradigm of hard power may well be coming to a close. The U.S. 

must take the second face of power more seriously, investing more time, resources, and energy into developing 

a comprehensive soft power strategy that includes international exchanges as one of its foundations. Many 

domestic NGOs are willing and able to assist the U.S. to develop this strategy, but the U.S. must be willing to do 

the same. Only then will the country be able to adequately defend itself against ever-evolving threats while 

promoting its own ability to achieve its foreign policy desires. 

 

.  
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